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LYRIC DAVIS HAS SPENT HER LIFE IN MOTORCYCLE  
CLUBHOUSES, SO WHY SHOULD HER MOVE TO NORTH 

CAROLINA BE ANY DIFFERENT? 
 

Lyric’s brother, Pirate, is tasked with starting a new chapter of 
their father’s motorcycle club which enhances a brewing rift 

between a known rival club, Jokers Ace, putting Lyric in direct 
harm as the war explodes in a fiery gunfight attack with 

murderous consequences. 
 

Gunner Beckett, Vice President of the Black Alchemy Motorcycle 
club, is assigned to protect her from the ensuing war and for 

Gunner, protecting his feelings for her is just as hard as protecting 
her from the raging battle. 

 
Gunner and Lyric face challenges as their attraction boils over to 
passions neither can control in the heat of the moment. But the 

chaos defines their relationship and the tension between the two 
boils to an all-time high. 

 
Combined with Lyric’s past boyfriend, Reaper, who just refuses to 
stop knocking, the new lovers must contain their conflicting views 

and uncontrollable hearts long enough to stay alive… 
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Madison Hamilton was born and raised 
in Sydney, Australia. She has been 
writing since she was thirteen and now, 
in her early twenties, she has achieved 
her dreams of writing novels. 
 
Madison lives in a beachside suburb 
with her mum, dad, younger sister and 
her two cats. Always a lover of romance 
novels but with a fascination for true 
crime documentaries, she decided to 
combine the two into her writing. 
 
Gunner is the second instalment of her 
'Black Alchemy Motorcycle Club' series. 
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A CONVERSATION WITH THE AUTHOR 
 

WHAT ARE THE ETHICS OF WRITING?  

For me it is about including, respecting and acknowledging diversity, but 

also avoiding subjects which I have no personal knowledge on. As a 

white, straight, cis gendered woman I have done a lot of research on 

different cultures, races and ethnicities, but I just don’t feel like I would 

be able to do the characters justice if I attempted to convey a character 

authentically that was rooted in a race, culture or religion that I do not 

understand (no matter how much I research).  

 

WHEN DID YOU FIRST REALISE YOU WANTED TO BE A WRITER? 

My second year of university. I had been writing for years at that point 

but it was just a hobby. When I really thought about what I wanted to 

do with my life I realised that I wanted to write. 

I did write my first book when I was thirteen. I was in high school and 

madly in love with a boy that I knew would never like me back. Looking 

back at it now, I’m actually thankful to the book. If I hadn’t started 

writing I’m not sure I would be where I am now.  
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